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FROM PARKS TO PARTNERSHIPS: NATIONAL HERITAGE AREAS AND THE PATH TO COLLABORATIVE PARTICIPATION IN THE NATIONAL PARK SERVICE’S FIRST 100 YEARS

And what a splendid contemplation too, when one (who has travelled these realms, and can duly appreciate them) imagines them as they might in future be seen, (by some great protecting policy of government) preserved in their pristine beauty and wildness, in a magnificent park, where the world could see for ages to come, the native Indian in his classic attire, galloping his wild horse, with sinewy bow, and shield and lance, amid the fleeting herds of elks and buffaloes. What a beautiful and thrilling specimen for America to preserve and hold up to the view of her refined citizens and the world, in future ages! A nation’s Park, containing man and beast, in all the wild and freshness of their nature’s beauty!

-George Catlin (1841)

ABSTRACT

National parks have been characterized as a democratic institution, a window on natural and cultural history open to all. Over its first century, however, the National Park Service’s (NPS) approach to participatory democracy has evolved. In its early years, NPS professionals applied their expertise to make decisions about park policy, administration and management with little input from the public aside from the interests of businesses that operated within the parks. Public participation in the parks was limited to using the facilities that the NPS provided for public enjoyment. Beginning in the 1930s, the NPS expanded public participation by adding management categories that included a greater range of uses, appealing to a wider public. Later, reflecting changing approaches in law, policy and political theory on how to operationalize participation effectively, the NPS increased opportunities for the public to participate in administrative and management decisions. Consulting with the public increased responsiveness to a broad range of public desires.
and helped the NPS develop effective management plans. In the 1980s, the NPS extended public participation even further by collaborating as partners with local communities and organizations in national heritage areas (NHAs). As a partner in NHAs, the role of the NPS moved beyond land manager as the agency took on new responsibilities in community development. Although Congress designates NHAs, they are administered by local entities with the goal of organizing heritage-based education and tourism. NHA management entities partner with the NPS to draw on its expertise in heritage tourism, interpretation and landscape management. NHAs represent a twenty-first century approach to public administration, emphasizing collaboration, partnerships, and sharing costs and responsibilities through federal-local cooperation. They expand the National Park Service’s role as guardian not only of American heritage, but also of American democracy.

I. INTRODUCTION

As the National Park Service (NPS) celebrates its 100th Anniversary, national heritage areas (NHAs) bring new significance to George Catlin’s original vision to use the country’s legal system to create “a nation’s park.” Catlin’s 1841 proposal to conserve nature and culture across large landscapes for public enjoyment was not acted upon at the time. However, the national park idea has since taken root in a system with more than 400 units across the United States (U.S.), including national parks, national monuments, national recreation areas, national preserves, national historic sites, and other designated federal lands that Congress has entrusted the NPS to manage. Over the past thirty years, Congress has added 49 NHAs to the NPS’s roster. These areas most closely match the vision that Catlin expressed, creating legally protected landscapes that conserve local culture and put it on display for the world to visit and experience. The NHAs coordinate local efforts to conserve natural and cultural heritage and to promote tourism, across large landscapes with multiple ownerships.

Within NHAs, a local management entity partners with the NPS to conserve a region’s meaningful stories and to develop heritage tourism. Heritage areas tell a variety of stories. Some focus on natural heritage, such as Arabia Mountain NHA, Atchafalaya NHA, Great Basin National Heritage Route, Kenai Mountains-


3. Catlin was, perhaps, well ahead of his time in his proposal, which had no direct influence on the ultimate creation of national parks and the NPS. See RICHARD WEST SELLARS, PRESERVING NATURE IN THE NATIONAL PARKS: A HISTORY 293 n.2 (1997); M.I. Jeffrey, National Parks and Protected Areas—Approaching the Next Millennium, ACTA JURIDICA 163, 164 (1999).


Turnagain Arm NHA, or Sangre de Cristo NHA.6 Others interpret specific stories of America’s industrial past, such as MotorCities NHA, Rivers of Steel NHA, Oil Region NHA, National Coal Heritage Area, and Erie Canalway National Heritage Corridor. Still others emphasize the cultural contributions of a region to the American story, such as Mississippi Delta NHA, Muscle Shoals NHA, or Gullah-Geechee Heritage Corridor. And some focus on moments in American history, such as Crossroads of the American Revolution NHA, Tennessee Civil War NHA, or Shenandoah Valley Battlefields National Historic District.

NHA’s deviate from the traditional national park model, in which the NPS owns and manages units under specific guidelines set by Congress. Instead, in NHA’s, Congress has assigned to the NPS the role of partner rather than land manager.7 In this capacity, the NPS collaborates with a local management entity, along with local businesses, non-profits, government agencies and other groups to organize heritage conservation, tourism and sustainable community development.8 The NPS serves in an advisory capacity, facilitating rather than directing local activities.

A. Historical Overview

Since the creation of the NPS in 1916, the idea of national parks has evolved, shaped by law, policy, science, management preferences, and public input. Over time the traditional “top-down” management model has given way to greater public participation in park policy and administration. Beginning with Yellowstone National Park, Congress delegated the first national parks and some of the first national monuments to the Secretary of the Interior, although they were managed by the military with little policy direction.9 Shortly after its establishment, the NPS managed the parks using a “command-and-control” administrative approach that relied heavily on the will and the skill of the administrators to manage the national parks and monuments. Over time, the NPS expanded its scope of responsibilities to include new designations and a broader range of resources to manage. In addition, notions of democratic governance changed, giving greater priority to a public voice in administrative decisions. The NPS gradually adopted a more participatory administrative approach, finding ways to consult with members of the public and take their opinions into account in management decisions.

In the late 20th century, theories of governance continued to evolve, emphasizing pluralism and collaborative administration. At the same time, ecologists were recognizing the need to manage large landscapes rather than fragmented parcels of land, which would require collaborative action across ownership boundaries.10

---

6. Nat’l Park Serv., National Heritage Areas, http://www.nps.gov/heritageareas/ (last visited Oct. 30, 2015) (information on each of the NHA’s named in this paragraph and on all other NHA’s can be found by using the dropdown menu on the NPS’s NHA’s webpage).
10. See, e.g., Larry D. Harris, The Fragmented Forest: Island Biogeography Theory and the Preservation of Biotic Diversity (1984); Robert L. Glicksman & Graeme S. Cumming,
The NPS took up this challenge. Today, the NPS manages large landscapes in the 49 NHAs, which exemplify a collaborative and “bottom up” administrative approach.11

Currently, critics are calling for a renewal in park management and a revamping of the NPS.12 Moreover, the NPS is perpetually underfunded and managers must show creativity to stretch their budgets to cover all of the management obligations.13 To look forward, however, it might be valuable to look back and draw inspiration from Catlin. NHAs represent a broad approach to conservation that puts Catlin’s vision into practice. By partnering with local entities, NHAs share costs and spread conservation dollars further.14 In NHAs, the public engages in conserving not just remote park landscapes, but the very landscapes in which they live. NHAs achieve this by applying a collaborative approach to managing large and diverse landscapes. This innovative model corresponds to evolving thinking in administrative practice and offers new opportunities for participation in the twenty-first century.

In this article, I review the history of public participation in the national parks, and show how public engagement has evolved from deriving benefits from parks, to consulting on management decisions, to collaborating as partners in heritage conservation. In Part II, I develop the concept of participation in political and administrative contexts, setting the stage for a review of changing administrative approaches through the NPS’s first century. In Part III, I apply variations on the idea of participation to explain how the NPS has managed parks and other units through its first 100 years. Then, in Part IV, I focus on a relatively new designation, the national heritage area, as a model the NPS can apply to structure administrative participation in the twenty-first century. And in Part V, I examine some issues currently facing NHAs that may present future challenges to NHA managers.

II. PUBLIC PARTICIPATION AND THE PLURALIST IDEAL

To appreciate what is unique about NHAs from an administrative perspective, it is helpful to recognize how the concept of participation has evolved in both administration and in protected areas management. Participation is a concept that is central in democratic forms of governance. In practice, however, participation


11. VINCENT & COMAY, supra note 7, at 1, 3–4.


can vary in different contexts. Over the NPS’s first century, participation in national park administration has evolved both as a concept and in practice.

A. The Concept of Participation

What is participation? In political and administrative contexts, participation is about how people interact with each other in order to make decisions that have a public effect. Participation is a complex concept, yet one that is crucial in democratic political systems. While it is tempting to reduce participation to an individual choice, the concept necessarily implies action within a social context. In particular, a participatory political culture typically grows out of social and economic development. As development advances, participation generally increases both as a feature of political structure and in practice as citizens demand greater engagement with their governing authorities. Authoritarian politics are generally hostile to participation, while participation thrives in more pluralist settings. Moreover, in collective endeavors, participatory action encompasses engagement in a variety of activities, including information gathering, consultation, decision-making, implementation, benefits, and evaluation.

Here, I consider participation as a nested hierarchy, which advances with greater openness in political regimes and more complexity in social development (See Figure 1). The lower part of the hierarchy refers to closed political contexts, in which participation is limited to enjoying the benefits of an administrative program. Participants generally have little voice in how the program is structured or delivered. As politics become more democratic, the meaning of participation grows. Participants have a greater say in policy and administrative decision-making. Moreover, the nature of administration changes as administrators must account for public input. At the top of the hierarchy, in advanced democratic contexts, participants partner with others to collaborate in the conceptualization and implementation of administrative programs.


17. Id. at 216.


At its most basic, participation means sharing in the benefits of an administrative program or a similar collective endeavor. In the national parks context, visitors to park areas enjoy a variety of opportunities to participate in outdoor recreation activities, guided by the facilities and rules that Congress and the NPS establish. In the large wilderness parks, visitors enjoy non-consumptive activities, such as viewing wildlife, hiking, camping, and participating in educational interpretive programs. In other sites, visitors engage in a wider range of non-consumptive and consumptive activities, such as water sports, boating, fishing, and hunting. Experiencing the benefits of activities in institutional settings such as parks constitutes a straightforward and elementary form of participation.

Those engaging in benefits-oriented participation generally rely on politicians and administrators to make decisions. The participants themselves do not have a say in the decisions that shape their opportunities to enjoy parks. The authority to make decisions for others generally derives from expertise or specialized knowledge that decision-makers possess. Relying on experts to make decisions may have technical benefits, but it comes at a political cost. Shutting out constituents and stakeholders from decision-making processes that will affect them sacrifices an opportunity to create buy-in in the decision-making agent or agency. Buy-in is enhanced when decision-makers and participants develop a meaningful relationship that shares decision-making authority. This creates the potential to build greater legitimacy in the agency and capacity in the participant. When participation is

---

limited to receiving benefits, the opportunity to create a meaningful relationship between the decision-maker and the participant is squandered.

Moving beyond benefits, consultative participation addresses how authority holders and the subjects of that authority interact in a decision-making process. Social and economic advancement implies a better educated public, rising incomes, and greater individual autonomy. In this context, the public likely will demand a larger role in administrative decision-making. In the U.S., since the mid-twentieth century administrators have been generally required to solicit public comments in decision-making processes. In theory, public comments provide administrators with a broader vision of the circumstances surrounding their decisions, and this helps them make more intelligent and inclusive decisions. Moreover, when administrators consult the public as a part of the decision-making process, the form and nature of relationships between those in authority and those who are governed by that authority change. The legitimacy of the authority—that is, the extent to which subjects of authority perceive an interest in conceding decision-making power to the authority—generally grows when participants have a say in shaping decision-making. Consultative participation increases voluntary buy-in to the institutions of government by ensuring participants have a voice in decisions that affect them and a hand in shaping those institutions.

More and more, administrative agencies are moving beyond consulting constituents, and advancing to a more integrative and collaborative form of participation. Under this approach, government agencies devolve or share decision-making authority with other entities, including private actors such as businesses, non-profits, and individuals, as well as state, county and local governmental bodies. The role of an administrative agency shifts from decision-maker to facilitator. Rather than making and enforcing the rules, a facilitator collaborates with all who have a stake in the outcome of an activity. The facilitator’s job is to ensure that the process runs smoothly and fairly. In practice, administrative agencies retain their primary functions of rule-making and adjudication even when they operate as facilitators, but the rules they make rely less on command-and-control, and more on establishing fair procedures that coordinate the activities of interested parties. Rather than picking winners and losers among contentious combatants, a collaborative adjudication process could address disputes among the participating entities with an eye towards finding equitable solutions that share responsibility among parties and move them towards a more positive future.

The nested hierarchy formed by benefits, consultative and collaborative participation suggests a scale from less participatory to highly participatory processes. Positions along the scale are determined by the extent to which authority to make decisions is shared among the stakeholders with an interest in the decision.

At one extreme those in authority make decisions that they impose on others, based on their own expertise, in a less participatory fashion. In the middle of the scale, authorities consult with participants seeking input that assists in making decisions, and engaging the public in implementing the decision. At the other end of the scale, administrators share or devolve authority to make decisions over to subjects, and facilitate the process through which decisions are made.

B. Participation and Pluralism

Participation is part of a shift in how liberal democracy is enacted in modern states. Traditionally, pluralist government was the authority that directed or coordinated the activities of various interest groups, through laws, regulations and litigation. However, traditional forms of government are changing, and new institutions are emerging that engage civil society and businesses directly in the policy-making process in what has been called the “shift from government to governance.” This shift emphasizes the importance of engaging stakeholders not just in making decisions, but also in framing those decisions. In other words, those with a stake in the outcomes of decisions should be directly involved in constructing the decision-making process. This means identifying issues, considering how diverse perspectives and interests will be characterized through the process, and determining where the boundaries in the process exist—which aspects of the issues should be included in discussions and which should be excluded, for example.

In today’s turbulent and interdependent society, creative solutions are necessary, requiring flexibility in all organizations. Command-and-control politics do not function well under these conditions, and leaders today carry different responsibilities than in the past. Leaders are not expected to be the sole decision-makers, nor do they autonomously establish a vision for the group and inspire or coerce others to carry it out. Instead, leadership must be responsive to people’s needs. Today, people want a say in decisions that affect them. Therefore, more leaders must serve as brokers and facilitators who draw together ideas from diverse groups. Under this approach, leadership is a process, not a position in a hierarchy.

Two authors have captured this new pluralist approach in ways that apply directly to how Congress has structured NHAs, and how the NPS has managed these areas. In what he calls “the new public service,” Paul Light describes changes in the organization of work and in the tastes and desires of workers, which have reshaped government’s mission and operations. Today, government must compete against business and the non-profit sector for talented workers, who no longer expect

28. DENHARDT & DENHARDT, supra note 23, at 140.
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35. Id. at 1.
or desire a 30-year-long, secure career. Instead, workers seek jobs that offer challenges and rewards, and are willing to work in any environment that provides these. In essence, public service is no longer synonymous with government work; instead, public service can be enacted in various settings, including in business or non-profit organizations. Applying this to the park context, managing heritage resources is not the sole province of the NPS or the federal government, but a shared enterprise between public and private actors, the approach Congress has taken with NHAs.

Robert J. Mason notes that the command-and-control approach has been used in laws designed to reduce pollution, but land use laws have always been more flexible. He describes what he calls the “quieter revolution” in land use management, an approach that is rooted in locality and forged by partnerships with stakeholders that value and respect participants. He describes the “tempered” roles that government plays in the new land-management regime:

One of those roles is provider of funds, technical resources, incentives, and disincentives. Another role, in which agencies are more directly engaged, is as equal partners with—or perhaps even lesser players than—nonprofit organizations, private landowners, and local governments. Governments are collaborators and partners, acting more as facilitators than commanders-in-chief.

Mason’s description nicely depicts how Congress has framed the role of the NPS in NHAs.

C. The Future of the National Park Service

The NPS at its centennial can claim to be one of the most beloved of the federal administrative agencies. The NPS ranger, wearing a campaign hat and telling a good story, inspires admiration from the public. The brown arrowhead that symbolizes the NPS carries tremendous value as a brand. Over its first century, the NPS has built up a store of goodwill and positive administrative capital that many federal agencies would envy. How will the NPS spend this capital in its second century? As America continues to grow both demographically and economically into an increasingly diverse nation, empowering more of its residents with education and

---


37. Mason builds on a term that emerged in the early 1970s, the “quiet revolution” in land use controls, referring to a set of state and regional laws that regulated property rights and local efforts at zoning and environmental protection. See, e.g., Fred Bosselman & David Callies, The Quiet Revolution in Land Use Control 3 (1971); Charles C. Geisler, The Quiet Revolution in Land Use Control Revisited, in The Rural Sociology of Advanced Societies: Critical Perspectives 489, 489–90 (Frederick H. Buttel & Howard Newby eds., 1980).

38. Mason, supra note 36, at 3.

39. Id. at 2.


41. The value of the NPS brand is not lost on national heritage area managers, and this is one of the clear benefits that managers see in maintaining a partnership with the NPS.
individual rights, the NPS must, like other federal agencies, evaluate and reframe its position and tactics within the makeup of the nation.

While there will always be room for national parks, monuments, preserves and other land-based units within the NPS, NHAs offer a means for the NPS to expend some of its administrative capital over its second century. NHAs expand the NPS’s impact beyond park boundaries to conserve landscapes and culture in ways that empower communities, enhance the agency’s legitimacy, and build capacity in heritage conservation. Units owned and managed by the NPS may be embedded within NHAs, along with other federal, state and local lands, businesses and private properties. The NHA offers the NPS an opportunity to collaborate across boundaries with many other entities to build greater knowledge about, appreciation for, and active involvement in the region’s heritage.

III. PARTICIPATION AND THE NATIONAL PARK SERVICE

Through its first century, the NPS’s approaches to public participation have evolved from a benefits-oriented approach, with NPS experts making crucial management decisions that shaped opportunities for users; to a consultative approach, which engages members of the public to garner ideas about how to effectively manage parks; to a partnership-based, collaborative approach, in which the NPS acts not as manager but as a partner with community organizations. In applying these forms of participation to the NPS, the focus is on participation in administration and implementation. While administrative agencies are not immune from politics, and generally take their marching orders from the laws that Congress passes, agencies can implement those laws using various strategies to interact with the public. NPS administrators have adapted their approach to participation in managing NPS units as their assessments of the efficacy of participation have changed, and as they have integrated new directives from Congress into their operations.

A. Benefits-Oriented Participation and the NPS

In the days prior to the NPS, public participation in managing the national parks was primarily limited to the benefits of visitation. Military park managers carried out protection without an agency or organic legislation to guide them, and little public input.42 The concept of “public lands” was new, and many of the details regarding the rights of citizens on the lands were not yet worked out or even questioned.43 Congress did respond to public opinion in designating parks. For example, the Yosemite Land Grant was created in 1864 in response to public pressure from Californians,44 and a series of newspaper articles contributed to the designation of Yellowstone National Park in 1872.45 But participation in the park management and administration was hampered by the lack of agency guidance and

42. RUNTE, supra note 9, at 98; SELLARS, supra note 3, at 19.
44. RUNTE, supra note 9, at 28.
45. SELLARS, supra note 3, at 19.
coheseive administrative rules and regulations, as well as a public unaccustomed to participating directly in government decisions.\textsuperscript{46}

Tourism, one form of benefits-type participation, was a goal of the parks from the very beginning.\textsuperscript{47} According to its enabling legislation, Yellowstone National Park was "set apart as a public park or pleasuring-ground for the benefit and enjoyment of the people,"\textsuperscript{48} and the act directs the Secretary of the Interior to establish facilities for tourism at the park.\textsuperscript{49} The emphasis on tourism exemplifies the benefits-oriented approach to park management by focusing the park’s mission on activities that the public could enjoy.\textsuperscript{50} Management decisions were made with little public input, however. The command-and-control administrative style that accompanies the benefits-oriented approach to tourism is evident in the Yellowstone Enabling Legislation, which states:

\begin{quote}
[The] public park shall be under the exclusive control of the Secretary of the Interior, whose duty it shall be, as soon as practicable, to make and publish such rules and regulations as he may deem necessary or proper for the care and management of the same.\textsuperscript{51}
\end{quote}

The act’s focus on preservation is another public benefit: in addition to creating an infrastructure for tourism, it directs the Secretary to manage the park for “the preservation, from injury or spoliation, of all timber, mineral deposits, natural curiosities, or wonders within said park, and their retention in their natural condition.”\textsuperscript{52}

The Yellowstone Act also states that anyone who settles within the park boundaries would be removed.\textsuperscript{53} The provisions authorizing managers to remove settlers and granting the Secretary of the Interior “exclusive control” (language that is repeated in enabling legislation for many parks) illustrate the coercive nature of park management under the benefits approach used during the years prior to the creation of the NPS. Though tourists could visit the parks, there was a wide gap between people and the parks, not only geographically, but politically and administratively as well.\textsuperscript{54} People with an interest in parks might have a say in their disposition through their congressional representatives or the media, but beyond that, there were few ways for people to interact with the parks other than as tourists. On the ground, parks were managed by the military, and soldiers were there to enforce rules. They were not in a position to respond to any expressed concerns about the nature and purpose of the rules themselves.\textsuperscript{55}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{46} ROBERT STERLING YARD, THE BOOK OF THE NATIONAL PARKS 23–24 (1919).
\item \textsuperscript{47} SELLARS, supra note 3, at 10–11.
\item \textsuperscript{49} 17 Stat. at 32–33.
\item \textsuperscript{50} YARD, supra note 46, at 22.
\item \textsuperscript{51} 17 Stat. at 32–33.
\item \textsuperscript{52} 17 Stat. at 32.
\item \textsuperscript{53} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{54} YARD, supra note 46, at 23–24.
\item \textsuperscript{55} SELLARS, supra note 3, at 48.
\end{itemize}
At its creation in 1916, the NPS inherited 15 existing parks,\textsuperscript{56} most badly in need of strong resource management.\textsuperscript{57} Several national monuments, described in more detail below, also fell under NPS control.\textsuperscript{58} The fledgling agency focused on establishing funding streams from Congress, creating positions to carry out necessary functions, and inventorying existing parks.\textsuperscript{59} Those who worked diligently to create the NPS over several years leading up to 1916 were best positioned to run the agency.\textsuperscript{60} Many had business backgrounds, including Stephen Mather, the first director of the NPS.\textsuperscript{61} To the extent that the agency interacted with the public in roles other than tourists, they dealt primarily with business entities, to build a tourism industry that would create a strong constituency that would sustain the agency.\textsuperscript{62}

In its early days, the NPS continued the command-and-control administrative style that had characterized management under the military.\textsuperscript{63} The public was not invited to participate in management decisions, and participation was limited to the benefits the agency provided in the parks. The NPS built a culture around agency expertise.\textsuperscript{64} In managing the parks, the NPS relied on “top-down approaches” such as state-driven land use planning, technical expertise such as landscape architecture and engineering, and controls imposed by managers on public uses.\textsuperscript{65} For example, the 1918 “Lane Letter” from Secretary of the Interior Franklin K. Lane, argued that parks should be managed for posterity.\textsuperscript{66} The letter emphasized three management principles: first, that national parks would remain unimpaired for future generations; second, that they are for use and pleasure of the people; and third, that decisions about the parks would be driven by the public interest.\textsuperscript{67} In practice,
the latter concern probably meant the public interest as NPS administrators saw it. According to the Lane Letter, the three principles were to be done by harmonizing infrastructure to the landscape:

All improvements will be carried out in accordance with a preconceived plan developed with special reference to the preservation of the landscape, and comprehensive plans for future development of the national parks on an adequate scale will be prepared as funds are available for the purpose.68

The Lane Letter is exemplary of the benefits-oriented administrative approach. The purpose of the NPS was to improve public access,69 but not public participation in planning access. Improving access and facilities was the province of the NPS’s trained experts and “in-house professionals.”70

The Lane Letter did not ignore public input entirely. While it suggested that preserving the parks for posterity was the first mission of the NPS, the letter also endorsed good relations with concessioners, and collaboration with local chambers of commerce and auto clubs to promote the parks.71 In short, the letter suggested close ties between parks and the business community, which constitutes an important sector of the public, but not necessarily one that is widely representative of all park users or interests. The section below entitled “Participation or Outsourcing?” elaborates on the role that business plays in participatory policy and administration.

Beginning in the 1930s, additional opportunities for public participation emerged as Congress created new designation categories for public lands. The NPS took on broader management responsibilities beyond the large nature-oriented national parks and smaller national monuments. The new designation categories generally increased the NPS’s responsibilities into cultural heritage preservation and outdoor recreation, expanding the constituency to visit the new units and to participate in the parks’ benefits. While the large wilderness parks developed restrictions on uses in line with a preservationist philosophy, the new designation categories generally broadened the types of uses that were acceptable.

Expanded designation categories are significant from the perspective of benefits-oriented participation, as they open up access to a wider range of uses and therefore attract a wider range of users to the national park units. Some new designation categories expanded recreational opportunities for benefits participation. Designations that included protection of natural resources, but with fewer restrictions than national parks, included national recreation areas, national seashores and lakeshores, and national preserves. Beginning in 1935, the NPS and other agencies began managing areas they called “national recreation areas,” although initially the

68. Letter from Franklin Knight Lane, Secretary of the Interior to Stephen T. Mather, Director of the National Park Service (May 13, 1918), in AMERICA’S NATIONAL PARK SYSTEM: THE CRITICAL DOCUMENTS 49 (Lary M. Dilsaver ed., 1994).
70. Carr, supra note 12, at 7.
The designation of national recreation areas, as specified in the 1964 enabling legislation for Lake Mead, is “for general purposes of public recreation, benefit, and use, and in a manner that will preserve, develop, and enhance, so far as practicable, the recreation potential, and in a manner that will preserve the scenic, historic, scientific, and other important features of the area.” By specifically authorizing bathing, boating, camping, picnicking, grazing, mineral leasing, vacation cabins, hunting, fishing, and trapping in national recreation areas, the statute expanded uses above and beyond what is allowed in a national park.

In addition to national recreation areas, Congress created the designation of national seashores in the 1930s, and later added a similar designation of national lakeshores. These designations solidified the NPS’s role as a provider of outdoor recreation, and increased opportunities for benefits participation. National seashores are areas designated to protect coastlines and to provide recreational opportunities. The first national seashore was designated at Cape Hatteras in 1937. National lakeshores follow similar guidelines to national seashores, but are located around the Great Lakes. The first national lakeshore was created at Pictured Rocks in 1966. Both designations emphasized conservation of natural qualities as a backdrop for recreationists. In the 1970s, Congress added another designation category, the national preserves. These areas typically allow consumptive uses that are prohibited in national parks, such as hunting and use of off-road vehicles, as well as commercial activities such as mining and oil and gas development. In some instances, national preserves serve as de facto “buffer zones” for parks, for example, Big Cypress National Preserve protects a portion of the watershed north of the Everglades National Park.
Areas designated as national wild and scenic rivers, national trails and national parkways all generally permit more expansive public uses than the traditional national park and national monument designations. These are “overlay” designations, however, that can cross NPS land, as well as other public lands or private land.

The NPS has also taken on more cultural preservation, in designations such as national historical park, national historic site, national memorial, national battlefield, and national cemetery. These new designations show that while the NPS has evolved in its approach to participation, there also has been a tendency to keep some focus on benefits-oriented participation and control of decisions and management within the agency.

The benefits-oriented model of participation invited the public to visit parks, but reserved decisions about administration to park management. Within the NPS, the view was that building a viable national park system was a job for those with the necessary training and expertise. The benefits-oriented approach served some positive functions in the early days of the NPS, when building close ties between national parks and tourism was important for the long-term political stability of the NPS and the national parks themselves. The strategy was to bring constituents into the parks: once visitors built an appreciation and love for these special places, they could presumably lobby their legislators to support the parks. But to build the tourism infrastructure, park administrators had to work closely with business interests who created the tourism facilities.

B. Consultative Participation and the NPS

With the passage of the Administrative Procedures Act (APA) in 1946, a new era of public interaction with government slowly unfolded. As the role of government in American life expanded in the 1930s and 1940s, administrative agencies grew into large bureaucracies. The APA required all federal agencies to solicit and consider comments from the public as part of administrative rulemaking and adjudication. The APA also required that “every portion of every meeting of an agency shall be open to the public.” As with other federal agencies, however, opportunities for direct public input in administrative planning of national parks came about slowly. This, in part, stemmed from other priorities that occupied NPS personnel. During the 1950s and 1960s, for example, the NPS focused on upgrading park facilities and infrastructure, through the 10-year Mission 66 program.

In 1971, a local organization in Tennessee filed a lawsuit against the Secretary of Transportation, Citizens to Preserve Overton Park v. Volpe. This suit

82. 5 U.S.C. § 552(b) (2012).
amplified the requirement that administrative agencies consult the public, as required in the APA. The suit involved a challenge to the construction of Interstate 40 through a city park in Memphis. The plaintiffs claimed this violated two statutes that said protecting parks took precedence over highways, except in the most unusual circumstances. The Secretary argued the decision was within his discretion. The Supreme Court held that without an administrative record to support his decision, the Secretary’s actions were arbitrary and capricious. The Overton Park case reined in administrators who exercised excessive discretion in decision-making, and strongly encouraged administrators to ensure greater public involvement and participation in agency decision-making, as stipulated in the APA.

The NPS has recognized its responsibility to engage the public through consultative participation, and is aware of the benefits as well as some of the drawbacks of the consultative approach. This NPS policy statement shows the Service’s commitment to consultative participation, as required in the APA:

The travel and tourism industry, recreational equipment manufacturers, environmental organizations, the visiting public and many others have a strong interest in the way the national parks are managed. They also have a strongly held belief in their right to participate in the decision-making process. This belief is supported by the Administrative Procedures Act, which requires agencies to give the public an opportunity to comment on major policy decisions that will affect them. Prudence and Departmental policy dictate that the NPS seek and consider public comment through Federal Register notices and other selective means as we adopt our Director’s Orders and update NPS Management Policies, just as we routinely do with NPS regulations. However, we do not generally seek public comment on operational matters that are likely to be of no, or limited, interest to the public.

However, a tension remained within the NPS. Agency policy stressed the need to engage the public in administrative decisions and actions. Yet, land managers generally saw themselves as agents of conservation, rather than agents of democratic governance. They often work in remote areas and carry out technical tasks, and were able to ignore rising pressure to engage the public. The public, however, was not content to participate only in park benefits. As contentious issues arose in park management, the public wanted a greater voice in shaping park policy and NPS regulations.

85. In Overton Park, the Court says “Section 4(f) of the Department of Transportation Act and § 138 of the Federal Aid Highway Act are clear and specific directives. Both . . . provide that the Secretary ‘shall not approve any program or project’ that requires the use of any public parkland “unless (1) there is no feasible and prudent alternative to the use of such land, and (2) such program includes all possible planning to minimize harm to such park.” Id. at 411.

86. Keiter notes that one effect of the shift to a consultative approach was that the parks tried to segment their ultimate mission into nature, recreation, history, and the like, as this allowed the NPS to be more responsive to public desires. He suggests that in the General Authorities Act of 1970, Congress specifies that the National Park System is one single entity, in an effort to forestall the trend in the NPS to segment its activities. See Keiter, supra note 71, at 242.

actions. Park managers increasingly had to respond to public demands, and NPS policies aimed to ensure that managers had the means to interact with the public to hear what park users and other stakeholders said.

The NPS general policy statement demonstrates a commitment to seeking input from a wide set of constituents through consultation:

Public participation in planning and decision-making will ensure that the Service fully understands and considers the public’s interests in the parks, which are part of the public’s national heritage, cultural traditions, and community surroundings. The Service will actively seek out and consult with existing and potential visitors, neighbors, American Indians, other people with traditional cultural ties to park lands, scientists and scholars, concessioners, cooperating associations, gateway communities, other partners, and government agencies. The Service will work cooperatively with others to improve the condition of parks; to enhance public service; and to integrate parks into sustainable ecological, cultural, and socioeconomic systems.88

This policy statement also hints at a movement towards collaborative participation, by defining the heritage and traditions that the NPS cares for as belonging to the public, and by stating that the goal is “to integrate parks into sustainable, cultural, and socioeconomic systems.” This latter statement, in particular, recognizes that parks are a part of large landscapes, and are not disconnected from this larger context. This is a crucial step towards the integrated management of large landscapes, accomplished through partnerships, facilitation and collaboration offered by the NHAs.

The “Parks and People” approach contributed to the NPS’s evolution towards collaborative landscape management as well. As park systems grew in developing countries, governments needed to adapt their policies to a more integrative approach in response to people’s need to use land to make a living. Michael Wells and Katrina Brandon summed up the issue like this:

The conservation community has acknowledged that communities next to protected area boundaries frequently bear substantial costs as a result of lost access while receiving little in return. Local residents, who tend to be poor and receive few government services, often perceive protected areas as restricting their ability to earn a living. It is not surprising that the pressures of growing populations and unsustainable land use practices outside protected area boundaries frequently lead to illegal and destructive encroachment.89

In response to these conditions, developing countries adopted a different approach to managing parks, called Integrated Conservation and Development Projects (ICDPs).90 This approach created zones emphasizing different land uses within

---

88. NAT’L PARK SERV., supra note 21, § 2.1.3, at 22.
89. WELLS & BRANDON, supra note 19, at 2.
90. WELLS & BRANDON, supra note 19, at 25.
protected areas. Core areas protected resources by excluding people, while special use and “buffer zones” that surrounded the core areas allowed people to live and farm, while encouraging them to adopt sustainable land use practices to protect the core area. In 1971, the United Nations adopted this model and developed the biosphere reserve designation. Biosphere reserves are zoned protected areas that are administered under UNESCO’s Man and the Biosphere (MAB) Program, which sets general administrative policies and guidelines that are then enacted on a country-by-country basis by MAB National Committees.

The Parks and People model brought a concern for the development of people around parklands into the consciousness of park managers and policymakers. It also raised awareness of the political nature of national parks, and that parks were not disconnected from economic development. Biosphere reserves and other ICDPs aimed to unite what had often been portrayed as contrary missions: preservation and economic development. U.S. parks do not have “buffer zones,” per se, but management categories such as national preserves have been applied as de facto buffer zones for national parks. The parks and people model moves beyond consultative participation and builds a framework for collaborative participation in the management of large landscapes.

As collaborative partnerships gain influence in American governance, observers suggest that citizen engagement through partnerships will reshape national park policy in the 21st century. Moreover, this approach is not limited to the NPS; the USDA Forest Service, the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service, and other federal and state land management agencies are revising their approaches to increase opportunities for partnerships and collaborative participation as well.

IV. COLLABORATIVE PARTICIPATION AND THE NATIONAL HERITAGE AREAS

In the NPS, NHAs are the best examples of collaborative participation across large landscapes. NHAs differ in several ways from traditional national parks and other units in the national park system. First, the federal government does not acquire ownership of any land or property associated with an NHA, as it does with national parks and other NPS units. The NPS may own property within an NHA.

91. The U.S. has a Man and the Biosphere Program committee and several designated biosphere reserves, although the zoning model of park management has not been implemented as directly in the U.S. as in other countries.
93. See NATIONAL PARKS AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT, supra note 12, at 268. Most of the chapters in this book deal specifically with the role national parks play in regional economic development.
94. WELLS & BRANDON, supra note 19, at 3.
95. WELLS & BRANDON, supra note 19, at 42.
97. National parks or other units of the national park system may exist within the boundaries of an NHA, but these are managed in the traditional manner and not through the NPS’s role as partner in the NHA.
but cannot acquire property attached to the NHA. Second, the NPS does not have authority to manage the lands or people within an NHA. Instead, the NHAs are administered by a local entity, which may be a public agency, a private commercial or non-profit organization, a university, or an entity established specifically for the purpose of managing the NHA.98 The NPS is a partner along with the management entity and other local heritage organizations, such as museums, parks, interpretive centers, historic sites, and tourism providers. All work together to preserve, manage, finance, and promote historic, cultural, and natural values, as well as economic development and tourism.99 As a partner, the NPS offers expertise in tourism and landscape-level planning which helps the management entities to organize and promote heritage events, venues, and tourism opportunities.100 Third, NHAs are working landscapes, inhabited by people, and they encompass all the elements in the landscape: cities and towns, natural areas, watercourses, transportation corridors, infrastructure, factories, residences, schools, prisons, and all the other aspects of daily life within the area.101 Fourth, Congress typically authorizes NPS involvement with NHAs for a specified period of time, often ten years.102 Fifth, in contrast to the traditional model of federal designation, NHAs are initiated by local organizations. These organizations generally undergo a rigorous planning process to produce a feasibility study, and when the process is complete, they are eligible for Congressional designation as an NHA.103

A. History of the National Heritage Areas

Congress forged the concept of NHAs in 1984, by creating a commission to manage an area designated as the Illinois and Michigan National Heritage Corridor.104 Rather than assigning management responsibility over the new designation to the NPS, Congress named the Director of the NPS (or a delegate) as an ex-officio member of the nineteen-member commission.105 This codified the principle that the NPS would be a partner in the administration and management of

98. Each management entity is different; however, they commonly operate something like a regional chamber of commerce or convention and visitors' bureau.
102. The sunset provisions written into heritage area laws have commonly been extended by Congress, retaining a role for the NPS in facilitating the management of these sites. Many have continued to receive federal funding as well after their initial term expires and is extended.
105. § 106(a)(1), 98 Stat. at 1457.
what would come to be known as NHAs. Acting as a collaborative partner represented a new role for the NPS. As a partner, the NPS Director had only the same powers and obligations as the other commission members.

The legislation also spelled out the duties of the NPS, through the Secretary of the Interior, in the NHA. The Secretary’s duties included: (1) in consultation with the Commission, conducting an inventory of sites or structures with historical, architectural, engineering, archaeological, or geologic significance, (2) developing themes and materials to interpret the corridor’s story, (3) providing technical assistance to the Commission when requested, (4) providing information to interested persons about the tax advantages of historical rehabilitation, and (5) supplying two employees to assist the Commission in carrying out its duties. These duties established expectations of the NPS on heritage areas, which are to offer technical expertise in heritage interpretation, planning, and to provide material support for local managers.

To distinguish the NHA from a national park or other traditional NPS unit, the legislation also spells out the staff, powers, duties and limitations on the federal commission. Congress granted the Commission the power to hold hearings, enter into cooperative agreements, establish advisory groups, and use government administrative services and mail. The Commission may not subpoena witnesses, nor can the Commission acquire real property, and if the heritage area does acquire property through a gift or by purchase from a willing seller, the Commission must convey the property to a private or public land management entity as soon as practicable, without consideration and for public purposes.

Congress created three other national heritage corridors before the 1980s were over, fourteen more during the 1990s, and thirty-one during the 2000s. The NHA program has proven very popular, and many other communities around the country are organizing and seeking national heritage area status. Subsequent

110. VINCENT & COMAY, supra note 7, at 1–2.
Heritage area legislation included similar provisions to the Illinois and Michigan National Heritage Corridor Act. The general format creates a commission, which prepares a management plan and designates a management entity. Legislation includes the duties of the commission, provisions prohibiting acquisition of property, establishing a sunset for the commission, a role for the NPS involvement, and federal funding for the NHA.

The purposes of the NHA, and the specified duties of the commission and management entities, along with the expectations of the NPS combine to create an approach to conservation that differs from the traditional national park model. NHAs are built on local control, partnerships, and cooperation among a variety of institutions, all features of collaborative participation.

Celebrating the 75th anniversary of the NPS in 1991 at a conference in Vail, Colorado, Brenda Barrett (who later served as the NHAs coordinator for the NPS) gave a paper praising the new direction. She noted that the “NPS has been behind the curve in developing public involvement strategies for its parks and programs.” Her paper explicitly countered the objections to “partnership parks” expressed by many in the NPS, including the NPS Director at the time. Barrett characterized the new proposals as “challenging for an agency that had attempted to maintain a high degree of credibility and control over the national park system.” Barrett’s paper showed that not everyone at the NPS bought into the agency’s new approach to full-scale collaboration and partnership-based participation, but that the NPS was nevertheless building a commitment to this new approach to landscape conservation.

The purpose of NHAs is to conserve working landscapes by protecting natural and cultural resources while encouraging tourism and sustainable economic activities. The focus is on locality, and building opportunities for sustainable community and economic development across large landscapes. The Alliance for
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National Heritage Areas (ANHA), a private non-profit umbrella organization for NHAs, describes NHAs as follows:

In heritage areas, local communities and leaders cooperate on efforts to preserve the resources that are important to them. The partnership approach to heritage development involves collaborative planning around a theme, industry and/or geographical feature that influenced the region’s culture and history. This planning strategy encourages residents, government agencies, non-profit groups and private partners to agree on and prioritize programs and projects that recognize, preserve and celebrate many of America’s defining landscapes.

The heritage areas seek short and long-term solutions to their conservation and development challenges by fostering relationships among regional stakeholders and encouraging them to work collaboratively to achieve shared goals. Preserving the resources and activities in heritage areas in ways that recall the traditions that helped to shape these landscapes enhances their significance.116

NHAs are unique in the NPS in their approach to participation, building bottom up collaborative partnerships that empower local entities to frame and manage their own heritage stories.

NHAs are concentrated in the eastern states—of the 49 heritage areas, 37 are located east of the Mississippi River.117 By contrast, national parks and other large conservation areas are located primarily in the western U.S. This disparity has historical roots. As the eastern states were settled, the government policy was to privatize lands, but while the western states were settled the federal government had established a policy of reserving lands for national parks and other uses.118 Once the federal government began creating national parks, most of the remaining public domain land existed in the west, so public lands were a good fit for these landscapes. Heritage areas, on the other hand, incorporate private property, and thus are a better fit for conservation in the East. The National Heritage Areas Program has given the NPS an opportunity to build a more significant presence in the eastern U.S.

B. How Do Heritage Areas Work?

Although each heritage area has a unique history, the general procedure for designating and managing a heritage area begins with local entities that organize to express their interest in a heritage area designation. Congress or the Secretary of the

---


Interior can allocate funding and technical assistance to potential heritage areas to carry out a feasibility study. Generally, the feasibility study would include cataloguing all of the nationally significant cultural, historic and natural heritage stories, sites and facilities within the study area, as well as a diverse array of potential partners. Once a feasibility study is completed satisfactorily, the local organizers work with their representatives to craft legislation for the heritage area, which is introduced and passed by Congress. In the legislation, Congress creates a commission or a management entity, which develops a management plan for the site. The management entity assumes responsibility for facilitating local efforts at tourism development, promotion, and preservation of local heritage resources.

Given the diversity in the types of organizations that serve as management entities, there is no clear operating model. Generally, though, the management entities forge partnerships with local entities that have historic, cultural, natural or touristic interest. Some of the tasks management entities carry out include educating residents about their local heritage, developing strategies and materials to promote their region to potential tourists, conducting research on the history and culture of their region, raising and allocating funds for heritage-related development, producing resource inventories, and developing a tourism infrastructure, including signage, trails and corridors, and tourism guides.

Heritage area managers generally emphasize that they work through partnerships, including a partnership with the NPS. It is this emphasis on collaboration and partnerships that distinguishes the role of the NPS in heritage areas from other units the NPS manages in a more consultative fashion.

Unlike national park units, which are typically owned by the federal government, managed by the NPS, and defined by specific boundaries, the management entities for heritage areas do not have the authority to manage everything within the NHA’s boundaries. The boundaries typically are defined by counties or by corridors rather than by describing the metes and bounds that define a park’s boundaries. The management entity works within the area to facilitate

---


121. See, e.g., National Heritage Areas Act of 2006, Pub. L. No. 109-338, 102 Stat. 1783 (2006) for examples of legislative requirements. Section 205(a) of this act lays out the procedure for developing a management plan for the Northern Rio Grande National Heritage Area, a procedure that is very similar to legislation for other NHAs.
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conservation and tourism among the parties that live in the region and the tourists that visit. Obviously, a lot happens in a heritage area that is outside of the management entity’s control and authority. For instance, the responsibilities of the NPS in park units encompasses many basic services, including emergency medical and law enforcement. In heritage areas, these are handled by the typical municipal and county entities. Businesses, families, churches, schools, and other community organizations operate as they would anywhere, and generally only are affected by the heritage area if they form a partnership with the management entity. Many residents may not even know they live in a designated heritage area. In sum, heritage areas are not operated and managed strictly by the NPS. Rather, heritage areas involve cooperation.

C. National Heritage Area Laws

Heritage areas encompass conservation of natural, cultural and historic resources. However, the National Heritage Areas Program in the NPS is housed in the Office of Cultural Resources, Partnerships and Science. The legal history is rooted not only in the creation and management of natural national parks, but also the NPS’s longstanding role in cultural preservation. Protection of cultural resources actually predates the creation of the NPS. For instance, national parks such as Mesa Verde were designated primarily to protect ancient cultural sites from vandals and thieves, who fed a booming black market in cultural relics. Ten years before the creation of the NPS, Congress passed the Antiquities Act of 1906. While only Congress could create national parks, the Antiquities Act established the national monument designation, which a president could unilaterally designate. The purpose of the national monuments was to protect “historic landmarks, historic and prehistoric structures, or other objects of historic or scientific interest.” Teddy Roosevelt began using the Antiquities Act shortly after it passed, designating Devils Tower, Chaco Canyon, Muir Woods, Mount Olympus, and the Grand Canyon as national monuments within two years. Initially, national monuments were assigned to the Department of Agriculture, the Department of the Interior, or the Department of War, but eventually most of the national monuments were incorporated into the NPS.
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The Historic Sites Act of 1935 was another precursor to the NHAs.\footnote{136. Historic Sites Act, Pub. L. No. 74-292, 49 Stat. 666 (1935) (codified as amended at 16 U.S.C. §§ 461–467).} This law authorized the NPS to engage in activities directly related to historical preservation, such as research, archiving, restoration, and interpretation. The act also created the National Historic Site designation. The National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 expanded the federal role in cultural heritage preservation, and moved toward a collaborative partnership approach to large landscape preservation by creating the framework for the federal government to work with states, and also established a means of inventorying and interpreting cultural heritage through the National Register of Historic Places and the National Historic Landmarks.\footnote{137. National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, Pub. L. No. 89-665, 80 Stat. 915 (1966) (codified as amended at 16 U.S.C. § 470).}


Heritage area enabling legislation typically presents Congressional findings, establishes a commission to administer the heritage area, identifies the “boundaries” of the heritage area (usually simply identifying the corridor or the counties where the commission operates), specifies the focus of the heritage area, authorizes the commission to carry out specific activities and prohibits specific
activities, addresses concerns specific to each site, and prohibits acquisition of property and other actions by the commission.

D. National Heritage Areas and the NPS

The NPS maintains a commitment to working with partners. According to NPS policy, “in the spirit of partnership, the [NPS] will also seek opportunities for cooperative management agreements with state or local agencies that will allow for more effective and efficient management of the parks, as authorized by section 802(a) of the National Parks Omnibus Management Act of 1998 (16 U.S.C. 1a–2(1)).”

Historically, the NPS has contracted with many entities to assist in the management of national parks and other units. Concessionaires on national parks provide many visitor services, including lodging, food, transportation, and guide services. Cooperating organizations manage bookstores in visitor’s centers and provide volunteers to staff public information sites. Volunteers in Parks supply labor to assist with maintenance, interpretation, and operations. None of these, however, operated as true partnerships, as the NPS always maintained authority and control over the private entities working in parks. In NHAs, the NPS is not the landowner nor the management entity; rather, the NPS serves as a partner and resource for the local commissioners and managers who administer the heritage area.

At their best, NHAs empower local people and organizations to take control of their own heritage story. NHAs build pride in local heritage and keep heritage stories alive. NHAs encourage parents to pass their stories on to their children not solely for the sake of tradition but also for the economic well-being of the community. Moreover, NHAs act as mediating organizations that accomplish national goals and priorities without the sometimes heavy-handed and homogenous approach that federal legislation and administration can invoke. Instead, heritage areas represent the value of diversity and aim to stitch together the cultural fabric of the nation.

V. CHALLENGES IN NATIONAL HERITAGE AREA ADMINISTRATION

The NHAs offer a conservation model for the twenty-first century. The program faces several challenges, however, and NPS administrators must make some decisions about how to manage NHAs going forward. I briefly review four salient issues currently facing the NHA program.

A. Organic Legislation

An on-going debate in heritage areas is whether an organic act is necessary to standardize policies and procedures for all heritage areas.145 To date, while various bills proposing a heritage areas organic act have been introduced in Congress dating back over twenty years, no bill has yet passed both houses of Congress.146 Heritage area advocates have been promoting this legislation as a means of standardizing expectations and operations on heritage areas.147 Advantages of an organic law are, first, it would stabilize and standardize funding for heritage areas, making it easier for management entities to plan; second, it would establish criteria and a procedure for designating new heritage areas, reducing what some perceive as a haphazard process; third, it would standardize expectations and procedures for feasibility studies, management plans, evaluations, and other documentation that the commission or management entity would produce; and fourth, an organic act would signal to communities interested in national heritage area designation the expectations and characteristics for achieving this status. An organic law might also create NHAs as permanent entities, and perhaps as units of the National Park System, although there appears to be substantial opposition to these possibilities.

A clear disadvantage of a heritage areas organic law is that it would centralize authority over the individual heritage areas. Most of the laws creating individual heritage areas contain similar language. However, creating heritage areas piece-by-piece, rather than as part of a system, allows for more autonomy, flexibility, and creates the opportunity to craft each law to a heritage area’s individual circumstances and needs.148 One of the features of collaborative partnership style participation is decentralized decision-making, and individual laws for each heritage area maintains a structure that facilitates decentralization.

B. The Property Rights Challenge

As with most any government action involving land use regulation, NHAs have provoked opposition from advocates of private property rights.149 Property rights advocates generally do not oppose heritage, sustainability, cultural preservation, tourism, or other concepts associated with heritage areas, per se.

147. The George W. Bush Administration was generally supportive of NHAs, but advocated for a systematic organic act for heritage areas, and recommended deferring designation of specific areas until such legislation was passed. VINCENT & COMAY, supra note 7, at 9. The Obama Administration has supported comprehensive and systematic organic legislation for NHAs as well. VINCENT & COMAY, supra note 145, at 12.
148. VINCENT & COMAY, supra note 145, at 3.
149. VINCENT & COMAY, supra note 7, at 6.
Rather, they question the right of the government to control land, and particularly to impose restrictions and control decisions on privately owned lands. Heritage area legislation suggests that Congress has no intention of authorizing heritage area commissions to interfere with private property rights, and has codified language to that effect in heritage area statutes. Heritage area proponents commonly point to such passages in legislation to refute the property rights challenge.

Property rights advocates insist that the “devil is in the details,” however, and oppose the administrative actions to implement heritage area legislation and plans. One criticism is that heritage areas create winners and losers within the landscapes they manage, since they bring in and distribute money to organizations and individuals engaged in heritage-related activities, but not to others engaged in non-heritage endeavors. Likewise, property rights advocates claim heritage areas use restrictive zoning practices (prohibited in NHA legislation) that limit what property owners can do with their property. Other critiques are that NHAs are expensive to manage, and they divert federal funds away from more pressing NPS needs.

Heritage areas generally make a strong point to respect private property rights, and the commissions and management entities are only authorized to carry out a limited set of activities. And Congress looks to ensure that a region strongly supports a heritage area before authorizing one. These measures should be enough

150. Several bills have been introduced into Congress to prohibit allocating any funds to NHAs. For example, in 2014, Representative Matt Salmon (R–Arizona), introduced H.R. 5371, 113th Cong. (2014), which succinctly stated “Notwithstanding any other provision of law, no Federal funds may be used and no Federal technical assistance may be provided for the following: (1) The Heritage Partnership Program, (2) Any National Heritage Area.” In 2011, Representative Tim Huelskamp (R–Kansas) introduced legislation into the House of Representatives which would amend each statute creating a national heritage area to include the words “No Federal funds may be used to carry out this title,” H.R. 3716, 112th Cong. (2011).

151. For example, Section 809 of the Consolidated Appropriations Act of 2001, Pub. L. No. 106-554, 114 Stat. 2763A-295 (2000), creating the Erie Canal National Heritage Corridor, says “(a) Authority of Governments – Nothing in this title shall be construed to modify, enlarge, or diminish any authority of the Federal, State, or local governments to regulate any use of land as provided for by law or regulation. (b) Zoning of Land – Nothing in this title shall be construed to grant powers of zoning or land use to the Commission. (c) Local Authority and Private Property – Nothing in this title shall be construed to affect or authorize the Commission to interfere with (1) the rights of any person with respect to private property, (2) any local zoning ordinance or land use plan of the State of New York or political subdivision thereof, or (3) any State or local canal-related development plans including but not limited to the Canal Recreationway Plan and the Canal Revitalization Program.” In addition, the commissions and management entities are prohibited from acquiring property within the heritage area, except by gift or purchase from a willing seller, but any property the commission or management entity does acquire must be conveyed as soon as practicable to a public or private land management agency with the stipulation that the property be used for public purposes, See, e.g., Illinois and Michigan Canal National Heritage Corridor Act of 1984, Pub. L. No. 98-398, § 108(g), 98 Stat. 1460 (1984) (16 U.S.C. § 461 note).
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to quell property rights proponents from strong criticisms of the National Heritage Areas Program.

C. Participation or Outsourcing?

By engaging various groups, is the government facilitating participation or outsourcing vital government functions and public service to private entities? This is, to some extent, a matter of perspective. Under NPS policy, also stipulated in the enabling statutes for some NHAs, NHAs are not units of the National Park System. This relieves the NPS of many of the responsibilities of land ownership, while offering additional assurances that private property within the heritage areas will not be violated by heritage area activities. Ensuring NHAs are not units of the NPS also reinforces the basic premise of NHAs, which is that they operate through “bottom-up” initiatives, rather than “top-down” command-and-control management. There have been efforts to convert NHAs into units of the NPS. While this might stabilize heritage area management and funding, it could also compromise the autonomy and local control that local heritage area management entities currently enjoy.

Some commentators note that business has been an important constituent and concern for national park administration from the beginning. Beginning with Yellowstone, the national parks represented a whole new way to promote tourism as an engine of economic development in the West. Bringing in tourism would require infrastructure, which would provide jobs, and would entail significant investment by the government, the landowner of the parks. This would entrench the parks in the bureaucratic structure and ensure their survival as an institution. It also would establish a businesslike approach to park management, “emphasizing the number of miles of roads and trails constructed, the number of hotel rooms and campsites available, the number of visitors each year, and the need for continued tourism development.”

A longstanding principle of American democracy is that the federal government should support rather than supplant private enterprise. By contracting with businesses in NPS units and partnering with businesses in heritage areas, the NPS may be engaged in a form of outsourcing by transferring responsibilities to private entities. But this is the essence of the role the NPS plays as administrator of NPS units and as a partner in collaborative participation. As a partner in national heritage areas, the NPS takes on additional responsibilities to carry out its administrative functions as a facilitator rather than overseer. Congress has set boundaries in NHA legislation, and NPS personnel working in national heritage areas must be cognizant of their roles to avoid the appearance of heavy-handed federal management. It is especially important that NPS personnel working at NPS
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units located within heritage areas bear this in mind as they interact with the public beyond the boundaries of their protected area.

D. Bureaucratic Inertia

The commissions created to administer NHAs, as well as the management entities, tend to exhibit characteristics of “bureaucratic inertia”: once the formal organization is created, it tends to persist, as a lot of people develop a stake in the organization’s existence.161 Almost all of the legislation designating heritage areas specifies a “sunset” for these commissions, funding or assistance, usually between 5 and 15 years.162 Yet, these commissions tend to persist even after their original term expires, as a result of continued federal support and new legislation to reauthorize them.163 Reauthorization can be accomplished with a short sentence modifying the language in the original enabling legislation to extend the date at which the commission or funding expires. Efforts to convert heritage areas into units of the NPS also form part of a strategy to avoid renewal each decade.

If the reason for sunset laws is to encourage local entities to take over management and operations of heritage areas fully, then extending NPS involvement for too long undermines the goal. Extended federal funding also employs resources

161. WEBER, supra note 25, at 987. In his early-twentieth century studies of bureaucratic organizations, Max Weber described the phenomenon of bureaucratic inertia.


that may go to funding new NHAs. The federal government assists with start-up costs and with expertise and technical assistance from the NPS, but the statutes creating heritage areas are carefully crafted to prevent long-term federal involvement. However, senators from states with heritage areas continue to support reauthorization bills.\textsuperscript{164}

If the NPS functions as a partner in heritage areas, however, long-term involvement may serve the interests of both the government and the communities. To the extent that heritage areas build positive ties between the federal government and local entities, heritage areas may serve as valuable mediating organizations and political liaisons.\textsuperscript{165} Such organizations can serve crucial functions in keeping the people and government connected. This may be sufficient justification to maintain a role for the NPS in heritage areas and to continue extending federal funding to NHAs through the NPS. With this goal, maintaining ten-year sunset laws that can be extended for an additional ten years would give Congress the ability to review each individual heritage area, its progress and relationship with the NPS and other partners, before allocating additional federal funding to the site. Heritage area management entities that have established their own funding mechanisms, staff, strong partnerships, and technical expertise may no longer need to partner with the NPS, or at least may no longer need federal funding channeled through the NPS. This corresponds with a general goal for all community development projects, eventual self-sufficiency.

\section*{VI. CONCLUSION}

Over the NPS’s first 100 years, the agency has followed a trend away from top-down management and has incorporated more participatory approaches into its management strategies. The NPS has not always been a leader in championing public participation, but with NHAs the agency is setting a new standard of collaborative, cross boundary large landscape conservation and sustainable development. As expert-driven command-and-control government practices lose favor, participatory approaches that give stakeholders an opportunity to shape the institutions in which they hold an interest are emerging as a twenty-first century approach to administration in land use management. Large landscape approaches, which emphasize collaboration, partnerships, and government as a facilitator of collective actions rather than the decision-maker and implementer, have generated substantial interest. The National Heritage Areas Program has been a particularly popular collaborative land-management program, especially in the Eastern U.S.

NHAs represent a logical next step in the trend towards greater participation, which has been evident in the history of the NPS. The NHA program represents a significant shift in operations and management approaches. Yet, it offers the NPS a means of extending its limited resources to carry out its mission of safeguarding heritage preservation across large landscapes, including those with significant private property interests, while also offering enjoyable and educational experiences for visitors. NHAs pose little threat to existing park units, which run
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their own operations and collaborate with the NHA as a partner. And most importantly, NHAs offer communities the ability to foster economic development through collaborative partnerships with the NPS to cultivate and promote their own heritage stories.